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R4 DS - 4 Short Strategies to Work with the R4 DS

Since my articles regarding the R4 DS have learned to appear online, We've received
numerous emails asking me to explain exactly how the R4 DS works. And general hints and
tips from people that curently have their R4 DS Units. So that you can try to help everyone at
large, We have put together 4 quick beginners methods for the R4 DS and inform you of that
you first of all work it after you get the R4 DS up to you.

This is simply not meant in any respect becoming a comprehensive writeup on the R4 DS
Flash card for the Nintendo ds lite. There are several online reviews of this item (some by
myself, and lots of by others) that can cover the innner workings as well as the full-featured set
of the device. This is meant simply being a very quickly, 5 step quick start guide for individuals
who have gotten their R4 DS, and wish to know, step by step, what they have to do next.

1. The very first thing you have to do would be to download the firmware for the R4 DS. You
will discover this in the official R4 DS website. Simply go to the website address on back of
your R4 DS Box and enter there address to your browsers address bar, and you'll be come to
the state run R4 DS Website. You need to have the firmwar file as this may be the initial thing
you will copy on top of the micro sd card that you're going to use using your R4 DS.

If you happen to do not have it already, you can also have to go and download WinRar from
rarlabs.com since the files required are compressed with the WinRar software. It's actually a
shareware program that you could download and make use of without limitation - aside from
the nag screen suggesting that you buy the application.
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2. After you have downloaded the file (making it guaranteed to note in which you saved this
files) you should un-compress it with all the above mentioned WinRar software. It'll build a new
folder on your hard drive plus that folder will probably be all of the files you'll need. After this
you need to take these R4 DS firmware / menu system files and copy the entire valuables in
that folder on top of the sd card you will be using together with your R4 DS. When you have
copied these, there is no doubt that every other files you lather onto the micro sd card to be
utilized together with the R4 DS, will show in an expedient and simple to navigate menu
system.

3. Now, the enjoyment part. You will need to go an download the games and applications that
you would like to utilize together with your R4 DS. I say this is the fun part since there are
literraly a large number of free homebrew games and applications available online. And, while
I don't condone it, even commercial Nintendo DS Roms which are the total games for Ds lite
that you could now copy onto the MicroSD and play them in the R4 DS. Function a fast
Search for Nintendo DS homebrew or Ds lite Roms and you'll find there are hundreds (if not
thousands) of web sites that supply inside the latest and greates games and applications for
your R4 DS.

4. The final and final step is to simply plug the sd card in the R4 DS then get it and set it to
your nintendo ds consoles. When you have each of the files for that menus system as well as
the games for the card, then you definitely have to plug it in and turn on the nintendo ds or dd
lite. The NDS won't load the R4 DS card equally as it might load a brand new card in the
system memory. Once it's got loaded it will display to suit your needs a menu system, together
with the GAME option to be the very first option with that menu. You only need to press the
Some control or tap into it together with your stylus and you'll now visit a set of the games and
applications you have on your own R4 DS. Select the one you wish to use / play and off you
go. The R4 DS inside of just a couple second will stock up and have fun playing the file you've
got selected.

Which is it. Just 4 easy and quick steps to look from receiving your R4 DS, to truly putting it in
your Ds lite and playing everything and anything.
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